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Abstract
The concept of constraint singularity is introduced. This
is a phenomenon occurring in parallel mechanisms wit,h
reduced freedoms when the screw system, formed by the
constraint wrenches in all legs, loses rank.

Consider a general PRI with legs labeled by the letters
P = A; B , . . .. The leg chain P has n p joints. The relationship between the instantaneous inotion of the platform, the output twist [ = (U,
v), and the joint velocities
0: is given by the twist equations of the serial subchains:

1 Introduction

np

In the recent robotics literature, there has been increasing
interest in spatial parallel manipulators (PRls) with fewer

2=1

where the joint screw are denoted by .6;
Equation (1)is a necessary and sufficient.condition for the
output twist. [, and the joint velocities,
to be feasible.
Therefore, the space of all possible platform twists, 7,
i.e., the system of platform freedoms is given by

than six degrees of freedom. It is hoped that such mechanisms can perform successfully many tasks that have so
far required 6-dof platfornis and achieve lower device and
operation costs. due to simplified designs involving fewer
links and actuators. Furthermore, architectures where
some end-effector freedoms have been eliminated can offer
a larger workspace for the remaining platform motions.

e:,

n

I=

(2)

P=A,B.

where

The intended advantages of reduced-freedom manipulators are best achieved in kinematic chains without passive legs where unwanted freedoins of the platforni are
colistrailled by each leg of the manipulator. This allows
to achieve both the desiied design simplification and the
vital increase in the remaining motion range.

7 p

is the output twist space of the subchain P ,

7 p = Span

(cr,.. .

P = A,B . . . .

(3)

For a twist(wrench) system L, let LcI be its reciprocal
wrench(twist) system, C’ = { p I p o = 0 V[ E C},
where “0” is the reciprocal screw product.

e

In the classical cases of planar and spherical mechanisms,
each leg has the same freedoms as the whole mechanism.
In contrast, in a constrained PA1 different leg chains impose different constraints and only their combined effect
leads to tlie desired end-effector freedoms. In the best
known mechanisms of this kind, there are three 5-dof legs,
each imposing one constraint on the platform. As a result, the platform (and the whole mechanism) has 3 dof.

Physically, the reciprocal screws in W p = 7p‘ represent
wrenches which, if applied t o the platform, can be resisted
by the leg P with zero t,orque from t,he actuators, i.e., the
wrenches of constraint imposed by tlie leg, and W = 7l
is the system of platform constraints. Since (CCl)l = C,
Equat,ion (2) implies
D
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The kinematic analysis of constrained PAIS and, presents
interesting new challenges. In this paper, we focus on one
such problem. We examine a particular kind of singularity, wliich we call constraznt singularity and which occurs
only in constrained Phls. Several researchers have collie
across such configurations while analyzing specific mechanisms. il’e show that each of those separate occurrences
is a nianifestat ion of tlie same kinematic phenomenon.
We define constraint singularity in general terms. examine its causes and effects and outline some pitfalls that
may cause an analyst to overlook such a configuration.

(4)

P=.4,B,

Therefore, for any configuration, dim W

+ dim 7 = G

In all nonsingular configurations, dirnW = 6 - n , where
17 is the global (full-cycle) mobility of the mechanism. In
a singular configuration. the constraint system of a leg,
W p , can only increase i n dimension. However, due to
intersections of the leg constraint systems it is possible
for the platform constraint system, W . t o lose rank and
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Il'hat. is usually underst,ood ndien such a niechanisni is
said t,o be in a singularit,y is a configurat,ion where tlie
niahrix Z becomes singular and, hence, there is uncontrollable mot,ion of t,he plat.forni even when the input, velocit,ies are zero. (This is referred t o as a singularit,y of
Type 2 in [l] and RO (redundant out,put.) type in [2]).
However, in t,he discussed configurations, the row vect,ors
of Z (which, in this case, are simply t.lie unit vect,ors along
the legs) are linearly independent,. In fact, it, is possible
t,hat the three legs are a t right. angles with each ot,lier and
then t,he configuration could be termed "isotropic."
This apparent contradict,ion could be esplained by noting that tlie singularity of Z would mean that there is
an uncontrollable translation, i.e., that, the platform can
translate even with locked actuat,ors. In the studied configuration, when tlie actuators are locked, the plat,form
cannot translate, therefore, there is no classic parallel singularity. But the platform is unstable and can niove. The
reason is that, in this configuration, the PA1 ceases to be
t,ranslational and the platform can rotate. Tlie niechanisni has gained a new addition.al rotational freedom.

A PhI is t,ranslational only when the syst,em of the const,raining wrenches, W , contains as a subspace the 3Figure 1: Tlie 3- UPU mechanism at SNU in a singular configuration (courtesy of Prof. Frank Park)

syst,em of all pure moments. Then its reciprocal systeni,
the freedoms system 7, must contain on.ly translations.
In a 3-UPU manipulator, as long as t,he two U-joint,s in
a leg are parallel, t,he leg constraint system W p contains
a pure moment perpendicular to the U-joint plane. Tlie
constraint system W will contain the three moments of
the three legs. When the three moments of the t,hree legs
are linearly independent all pure moments will be in W .

its dimension to become lower than 6-n. If this occurs we
will say that the mechanism is in a constraint singularity.
It immediately follows that in such a configuration the
freedom system of the platform, 7, will be of dimension
higher than n, and therefore the instant,aneous mobility
of the mechanism is higher than its full-cycle mobility.

However, in the studied configurat,ion, t,he planes of all
U-joints are parallel. The constraining moments of all
t.hree legs are identical and the systems W p are t.he same
l-system. Then, W consists of only one screw - the
vertical moment. Hence, the twist syst.em of t.he platform is a five-system and, since the mechanism has five
instant,aneous dof, it, is no longer translatioaal.

3 Rotation and Translation Siiigularities

Possibly the most popular type of constrained PAIS are
positioning devices with three translational degrees of
freedom. The motivation for tlie present work grew froni
a singular configuration of one such translatio~ialnianipulator (Fig. 1). The mechanism was built by the team
of Prof. F.C. Park at Seoul National University. I t is
a 3-UPU architecture. In a configuration like the one
shown, where all legs have equal length and the platform
is directly above tlie base, the platform is highly unstable
even when all three prismatic actuators are locked.

To identify the exact nature of the inst~ai~t~aneous
selfniotion when the actuators are locked, we need to find
the constraining wrenches of the same mechanism but, as
if there were no prismatic joints. Now, the leg constraints
form a 2-system spanned by the vertical moment, and a.
pure force along the leg. The platsforin constraints t,hen
form the 4-system spanned by all forces passing through
tlie point, at which all three legs int,ersect, as well as t,he
pure moment about the vertical direction. Hence, t-lie
motion systeni, 7, is the 2-syst,em of all rotations with
horizontal axes through the legs' intersection point.

This singularity has puzzled many analysts since the 3 x 3
Jacobian matrix of the input-output velocity equation is
not singular. For a translational parallel robot with three
legs tlie relationship between t,he platform. velocity, v,
and the 3-vector of the active-joint rates, 8, is usually
described by a 3-dimensional linear equation:

ZV= Ab, .

The ability of some translational manipulators t o allow
rot,ations in certain configurations was discovered by Di
Gregorio and Parenti-Castelli [3]. However. much earlier,
in a study of shaft couplings [4],
Hunt, already described

(5)
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forces through the centre and hence the system of platform freedoms is the reciprocal screw system, namely, all
rotatioils about the point 0. However, if the three leg
planes can intersect in a common line. as is the case in
Fig. 2, the three forces become linearly dependent. Now
the constraint system is only two-dimensional and its reciprocal system, that of the platform freedoms, becomes
four-dimensional. And since the constraint system is a
planar pencil of rotations, the platform freedom system
is spanned by a translation normal to tlie plane of the
pencil in addition to all tlie rotations through 0. Thus,
the end effector gains a translational degree of freedom.
For this mechanism, the “rotation singularities“ are the
usual parallel-chain singularities (Type 2, RO) where no
extra freedom is gained but one of the existing platform
freedoms becomes uncontrollable. For our purposes, we
will assume that tlie actuated joints are the revolute joints
a t the base. (We will look a t what happens when the prismatic joints are actuated later in Section VII). In this
case, for an RO singularity to occur, the three planes of
the upper U joints must intersect in a common line, i.e.,
they must have linearly dependent normal vectors. It is
no accident that this is similar t o the condition for the
rotational siiigularities of the 3- UPU mechanism studied
in [5]. The condition for tlie existence of an instantaneous
self motion when the actuators of tlie robot in Fig. 2 are
locked decomposes in two just as is the case for a translational robot. Indeed, the constraint system with the
actuators locked is decomposed into two systems: a system of forces through the rotation centre; and a system
of moments normal to the upper U-joint planes. The two
systems cannot intersect, so singularity occurs when one
of them loses rank. In one case the platform has an uncontrollable rotation, in the other there is a translation
unstoppable with the actuators. It is the translational
singularity that is a constraint singularity, while the rotational one is of the more usual RO type.

Figure 2: A 3- UPU wrist in a const.raint singularity

a 3- URUkinematic chain, equivalent to t,he one on Fig. 1,
and identified the const.raint, singularities discussed above
as uncertainty configurat,ions, i.e. singularities with increased inst,antaneous mobility (IIRI). In [5] t,he authors
analyze tlie singularities of a general 3- UPU translational
mechanism assembled for translation, i.e., sat.isfying t,he
condit.ioiis given in [6]. They express the (angular and
linear) velocity of the platform as linear funct?ionsof all
joint velocities, active and passive, and find the conditions for a. non-zero instantaneous motion to be possible
when t.he actuator velocities are all zero. After studying the linear system of equations, tlie authors observe
that. all conditions for a, non-zero platform motion can be
separat,ed into conditions for either a redundant translat,ion or an uncont,rolled rotation of t,he end effector. They
call t,he two groups of configurat,ions, translational and
rotatiom1 singularities, respectively.

The fundanient.al difference between the two groups of
singularities is not that the “gained” freedom is a rotation
in one case and a translation in the other. Rather, the
uncontrollable motion is a truly new one at a colistrailit
singularity, and one of the alrea.dy present freedoms a t a
usual parallel singularity.

It. is iniport.ant to realize that tlie phenonieiioii of constraint. singularity is more general a.nd more fundamental
than t.he ability of certain t,ranslational robots to r0tat.e.
To make this clear, let us look at an example of a constraint. singulasit,y t,hat can also be described as a translat,ion singularit,y. Consider anot,her 3- UPU mechanism,
this t,inie assembled not as a translational device but as
a spherical wrist. (Fig. 2). The design is such that all
three R-joint axes in the base have a commoii intersect<ion
point$; tlie same is true for the three platform R joint,s;
and, finally, these t,wo points are made t,o coincide. ‘This
mechanism was first. described in [7] and analyzed in [8].

4 Singularities of 3- RPS Manipulators
To see more clearly that the rotation-translation division
is beside the point, let us look at another PRI, a 3-RPS
mechanism and two of its singular configurations.
The configuration in Fig. 3, where one R-joint axis is in
the plane of the platform, is an ordinary RO-type singularity. The platform has one uncoiitrollable freedom,
namely a rotation about the line BC, when the prismatic
actuators are locked. In Fig. 4 we see another singular

The constraint. wrench for each leg is a pure force t,lirough
the rotat,ion centre parallel to t,he two R joints fixed in
t,he leg. Normally. these three forces are linearly independent,. The constraint syst,em is then composed of all
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Figure 3: An RO-type singularity of a 3-RPS mechanism

Figure 4: A constraint singularity of a 3-RPS mechanism

~ ,
motion is agaill
configuration. H ~ the~ uncontrollable
a rotation, with an axis passing through both point C
and the intersection poilit of legs A and B. The second
configuration is, in fact, a constraint singularity.

The collfiguration in Fig. 4 is the special caSe wllell coincides with a platform vertex. If this is not the case, t,he
redundant motion with locked actuators will not be a pure
rotation as in Fig. 4, but rather a screw niotion, more precisely a linear combination of a rotation through H and
the vertical translation. V7eare not aware of any previous
publication of similar results for the 3-RPS chain. However, in [9] there is mention of uncertainty configurations
of a 3-PsP chain, also with an upside-down platform.

Despite the apparent similarity, the two singularities are
quite different. In Fig. 3 the constraint wrenches (forces
through t h e S joints and parallel t o the R joints) are
linearly independent and the platform has t h e e dof. In
Fig. 4, however, the three constraint wrenches all pass
through point C and lie in the platform plane, and hence
form only a two-syst,em. The platform gains a freedom
and can instantaneously move with 4 dof. Indeed. it can
rotate arbitrarily about point C and translate vertically.

The distinction between the two types is important also
because a constraint singularity, whether it is rotational
or not, will generally fail to be detected by studying the
input-output equations.

From a kinematic point of view these are completely different phenomena. In one case, the loss of control is due
to the (so to speak) unfortunate choice of the actuators.
If, i n Fig. 3, you actuate the base R joint rather than the
P joint of leg B, you would have full control of the platform. In Fig. 4, there is no choice of three actuators that
will prevent the platform from moving instantaneouslj~.

Finally, we show another constraint singularity of a (different) 3-RPS mechanism (Fig. 6). This time, the platform is in a much more unperturbed pose than in Fig. 4,
however, the three base R joints need to intersect in a
point. The platform can instantaneously yaw (rotate
about its normal axis) with locked actuators. This configuration
described in [lo].

Let us identify all constraint singularities. Three nonparallel zero-pitch screws are linearly dependent only if
they span a planar pencil. Since the constraint forces
are horizontal. it follows that the platform and base must
be parallel. hloreover, it can be shown that the three
force axes in the horizontal platform plane can intersect
in one point, H , only if the platform is upside down as
in Fig. 4. The feasible poses of the platform in every
horizontal plane form a one-parameter set obtained by
rolling the circle, cm, drawn around the platform triangle,
on the inside of a fixed circle, c f , twice the radius of c,
and centred at G, right above the base centre, Fig. 5 .

5 On Singularity Identification
The velocity kinematics of a n-dof parallel manipulator is
most conveniently described with an n dimensional equation like ( 5 ) , a t least for most of their configurations 111,
[ll].As we mentioned in Section 111, this equation can be
used to detect RO-type singularities. However, it must be
emphasized that this equation cannot be used to identify
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Figure 6: A 3-RPS PA1 in a constraint singularity

Figure 5: Constraint singularities of a 3-RPS mechanism

without any computat.ion: the three normal vect,ors t,o
the U-joint planes in tlie t,liree legs must be linearly dependent. It should be not*ed that t,he knowledge of t,he
geometrical properties of screw systems (as classified first
in [la]) is of special value in the analysis.

constraint singularities. Moreover, t.he equation no longer
describes the velocity kinema.tics a t a constraint singularity. Therefore, one needs to check for constraint singularities before eliminating the passive velocities and performing the the input-output velocity analysis. Unlike others,
Di Gregorio and Parenti-Cast,elli did not miss these singularit,ies because t,hey used the full velocity equations
where passive velocities were present.

6 IIM-type and Constraint Singularities

We pointed out that constraint singularities are in fact
IIhI singularities (uncertainty configurations). Indeed,
assuming that the mechanism is non-redundant, its fullcycle mobility is equal t o the mobility of the end-effector.
Yet, not every I I N configuration is a constraint singularity since it is possible for the mechanism t,ogain a freedom
while tlie dof of the end-effector remains unchanged.

The fact t,liat the singularities of a mechanism with closed
kinematic loops cannot be properly described and understood if only input-output equations are used was emphasized iii,[2],where singularities mere defined and chssified
using the general velocity equation of an arbitrary mechanism. For some parallel mechanisms, a careful selection
of t,he input.-out,put equat.ions allows comprehensive singularit,y analysis [ll].These are mechaiiisms where the
mobility of t,he serial chain of each leg is the same as that
of the mechanism as a whole, i.e., not, of the constraint
type discussed i n the present. paper. However, even for
tlie mechanisms discussed in [ll],t,liere is one singularity t,ype t.liat. cannot. be described with the input-output
equat,ion alone, namely IIhI (increased inst,antaneous mobi1it.y) also referred t,o as an uncert.ainty configuration by
Hunt. (for single-loop chains) [12].

To illustrate this and simultaneously provide what must
be the siniplest example of a constraint singularity, let us
consider the four-bar linkage in Fig. 7(a). Assume that
the link lengths are such that the mechanism can become
flattened, Fig. 7(b). In the shown configuration, the kinematic chain as a whole acquires an instantaneous mobility
of t,wo. Usually the output link of a four bar is one of the
rotors and, therefore, the end-effector will always remain
with at most one dof, including in Fig. 7(b).

It must be underlined that the identification and proper
interpretation of constraint singularities is greatly facilitated when geometrical methods, such as screw theory
are used. Some of the conditions for singularity can be
very easily formulated in geometrical terms while their
symbolic derivation is quite complicated. A good example is tlie condition for constraint singularity of 3- UPU
manipulators. calculated symbolically in [ 5 ] . Screw geometry, as n e showed i n Section 111. gives the condition

However, let us assume that the output link is the coupler,
a kind of “platform” of a 1-dof planar “parallel nianipulator” with two RR legs, one of which is passive. Now, in
the singularity of Fig. 7(b) the end-effector gains a freedom and has two instantaneous dof. Indeed, it can now
rotate about any point on the line containing all joint
centres and, of course, translate in the normal direction.

To see that this is a constraint singularity like tlie ones
500

platform can be achieved but only with tlie actuators.
IVhile the system of uncontrollable freedoms is well
defined-it is given by the motions possible when the actuators are locked-a system of “controllable freedoms’’
cannot be specified in a unique way. It is useful to define
a screw system as controllable if it has a zero intersection with the uncontrollable system and together with it
spans the whole of 1.Note that we cannot ensure that
the output twist is restricted to such a system, due to the
possible presence of transversal redundant motion (so, in
practice, we do not have full control).
For example, assuming prisniatic actuators in Fig. 2, the
system spanned by the horizontal rotations through 0
and the vertical translation is controllable, in the defined
sense. Yet, we cannot enforce a motion in that system
since we cannot prevent the platform to also rotate about
the veitical mis. Similarly, for a 3- UPUtranslational PRI
at a constraint singularity n e will say that the system of
platform translations is controllable, although we cannot
actually control the linear velocity of all points of the
body. In both examples, the mentioned controllable systems are not unique. In fact, any motion that is not a
RO motion can be part of a controllable system.

Figure 7: A flattened four-bar mechanism in (a) a nonsingular configurat,ion and (b) a constraint singularity
already described, obsene that each RR leg imposes one
planar constraint on the platform: a force through the
two joint centres of the leg. Normally, these two lines are
distinct and span a 2-system. The planar coinponent of
the reciprocal system is the 1-dof system of tlie coupler
freedoms. ]&‘lien the lines of the two constraint forces
intersect, the freedoms are the rotations about the intersection point, Fig. 7(a). IVhen the two lines are parallel
the coupler must instantaneously translate in the normal
direction. However, in Fig. 7(b) the constraiiits become
one, more precisely they are linearly dependent and span
only a one system. The system of output motions then
becoiiies tlie two-system which we already described.

,

A further exploration of constraint singularities as IIRItype singularities 1131, as well as an earlier version of the
present study is available at the ParalleMlC site.

7 Added and Uncontrollable Freedoms
We saw that at a constraint singularity the platform hcquires additional dof. Then, obviously, not all of the output freedoms can be controlled. However, this does not
mean that it is always a new degree of freedom (i.e., one
that exists due to the constraint singularity) that will
be uncontrollable. Nore precisely, the redundant endeffector motion present when the actuators are locked
inay be inside the screw system of platform freedoms
which exist a t a non-singular configuration.
For example, consider the PRI in Fig. 2, but this time,
with prisniatic actuators. As n e pointed out, the shown
configuration is a constraint singularity and the platform
gains a translational dof. Yet, when the prismatic actuators are locked the end-effector cannot translate. The
only instantaneously possible motion is a rotation about
a vertical axis through the centre. The translation of the

This understanding on the meaning of the ternis controllable and uncontrolla,ble, when referring to the possible
platform motions, will allow us t,o make a. clear distinctions between the two const,raint singularities illustrated
by Fig. 2 (for t,he two different choices of the actuated
joints). In both cases we have a redundant motion of the
platform, but only in one caSe can we say t~liatwe have
a redundant output mot,ion. That is so since for a rotat,ional device, which the mechanism is int,ended to be,
the output motion is not, the niot,ion of the plat.forni in
general, but ra.ther the rotatmionof the platform. Hence,
in one case, when the actuat,ors are prismabic, we have
a constraint singularity that leads t o redundant output,,
i.e., one of t,he desired rotational freedoms is uncont,rollable. In t,he other case, when t.he first. revolute jointa
are the act,ive ones, the output. rotations are a cont,rollable syst,em. Therefore, rigorously speaking, there is no
redundant. out,put, niot,ion, and the uncontrollable translation of the plat,form can be thought of as a redundant
passive motion. Similarly, in the rot,ationaI singularit.ies
of translational robots we should not, speak of t,he uncontrollable rotation as a redundant out.put motion, since
rotations were never intended as output, but rather as an
inst.ant~aiieouspassive iiiotion in the mechanism.

8 Conclusions
’
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A constraint singularity is a configuration of a parallel
niechanisni with a dof of the platforin. n , lower than the
number of joints in any leg. At such a singularity. the
screw sj.steni of the constraint wrenches degenerates and

[lo] Huang, Z.: Tao, W.S., and Fang, Y.F., 1996,
“Study on the kinemat.ic charact,eristics of 3 DOF inparallel act uat,ed plat.forni mechanisms,” Mechanism and
Machine T h e o y , Vol. 31, No. 8, pp. 999-1007.

becomes of a dimension lower than 6 - 7 1 . As a result, the
system of output freedoms instantaneously increases its
dimension. Hence, both the mechanism as a whole and
the platform have at least n 3 dof. The extra freedom
of the platform may or may not be controllable by the actuators. Such configurations need t o be identified before
input-output velocity analysis is performed.
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